
Gibbs Williams’ newly released “Oedipus from
Miami Beach” is a compelling handbook that’s
written based on a true story

Dr Gibbs Williams

“Oedipus from Miami Beach” from Book Vine Press

author Dr Gibbs Williams is a gripping account that

aims to bring readers away from pathological

narcissism.

PALATINE, ILLINOIS, USA, July 6, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- “Oedipus from Miami Beach”

an insightful story that may be viewed as a realistic

and informative picture of the author’s slow but

steady transition from being a psychological

“prisoner” suffering from pathological narcissism

and dissociation to a more balanced and healthy

sense of self. “Oedipus from Miami Beach” is the

creation of published author Dr Gibbs Williams, a

psychoanalyst who has published four books.

Williams writes, “I am thankful that many past and

present profound thinkers have provided concepts

utilised as psychological ‘tools’ during psychoanalytic

treatment in the service of organising my own and

others’ personal chaos. I am especially indebted to

Baruch Spinoza for accurately describing my core psychological issue.”

Published by Book Vine Press, Dr Gibbs Williams’ new book provides notions that are used as

I am especially indebted to

Baruch Spinoza for

accurately describing my

core psychological issue.”

Dr Gibbs WIlliams

psychological ‘tools’ during psychoanalysis sessions

therapy in the service of arranging the author’s internal

disorder and the personal turmoil of others.

Readers of this journal may notice that, while their specific

inner journey is unique, they are likely to feel a connection

with the writer and everyone else who has taken a

comparable psychoanalytic trip.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.amazon.com/Gibbs-A.-Williams/e/B0036OXCRA%3Fref=dbs_a_mng_rwt_scns_share
http://gibbsonline.com/
http://www.bookvinepress.com
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About Book Vine Press:

Book Vine Press(BVP) is an Illinois-based hybrid

publishing company. We are a member of the

Independent Book Publishers Association(IBPA) and

accredited with the Better Business Bureau(BBB). Book

Vine Press was created by an author for authors with a

combined 18 years of publishing and marketing

experience. We provide authors with the most affordable

and competitive book publishing-related services with

100% continuous support.
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